Diabetic patients are quite hesitant in engaging in normal physiological activities due to difficulties associated 4 with diabetes management. Over the last few decades, there have been advancements in the computational power of 5 embedded systems and the glucose sensing technologies. These advancements have grabbed the attention of researchers 6 around the globe in developing automatic insulin delivery systems. In this paper, a method of closed-loop control of 7 diabetes based on neural networks is proposed. These neural networks are used for making predictions based on clinical 8 data of a patient. A neural network feedback controller is also designed to provide a glycemic response by regulating 9 the insulin infusion rate. An activity recognition model based on convolutional neural networks is also proposed for 10 predicting patients current physical activity. Predictions from this model are transformed into a six-level code and are 11 fed as input to the neural network glucose prediction model. Experimental results of the proposed system show a good 12 performance in keeping blood glucose levels in the non-diabetic range.
results obtained, show a good glycemic control and the model developed is more accurate than the Zone-MPC 23 (Model Predictive Controller) developed by Grosman et al. [27] . 24 
Methodology

25
A convolution neural network based human activity/context recognition classification algorithm is proposed 26 to identify six different human activities a(t) that have an effect on glucose dynamics of T1D patient. The 27 recognized activity a(t) is supplied as one of the inputs to the glucose prediction model. The glucose prediction 28 model, in addition to a(t) , receives predefined food intake f (t) and past glucose readings g m (t) using a feedback 29 loop as inputs. Based on the input, glucose prediction model employs a neural network to predict blood glucose 30 levels g pred (t + 15) at time t with prediction horizon of 15 minutes. Finally, a feedback controller is used to 31 calculate the insulin bolus i(t) . The controller uses a feedback loop to receives i(t) as one input and glucose 32 prediction error g e , calculated using g pred (t + 15) and glucose settling point, as the other. The complete model 33 is shown in Figure 2 . data distribution with respect to various activities is given in Figure 3 .
1 CNN is a special kind of feed-forward neural network that significantly reduces the number of parameters in 2 a deep neural network with many units, without losing too much in the quality of the model. CNN's have 3 found applications in image and text processing where they beat many previously established benchmarks. The 4 architecture of CNN used for activity recognition is shown in Figure 4 .
5
Data from the smartphone sensors needs to be transformed and segmented, so that features can be easily 6 drawn from it. The continuous stream of data can be segmented using a sliding window of fixed or varied 7 length. In this study, input data from the 3 channels (x-axis, y-axis, z-axis) was prepared by dividing the raw 8 data signal into fixed sized segments.These segments are stacked along a vertical dimension so that the input 9 will be of the form (input width, input height and number of channels). Segmentation window consists of 90 10 data points (4.5 seconds of data) with 50% of data overlap. Windows from three channels were stacked to 11 perform the one dimensional convolution over the input signal. Acceleration values were normalized to have zero mean and unit standard variance. The neural network uses backpropagation to compute the gradients 1 and parameters were optimized using gradient descent algorithm. Model shown in Figure 4 consists of a max 2 pooling layer separating the two convolution layers. The convolution layer is followed by a fully connected (2) to output the probabilities of class labels.
where, tanh(.) is the tangent function, m is the index over the set of feature maps in the (i -1) th layer 13 connected to the current feature map,b ij is the bias for this feature map, w p ijm is the value at the position p of 14 the convolutional kernel, and P i is the length of convolutional kernel. For the j th feature map in the i th layer 15 of CNN, the value at x th row is denoted as u x ij . Softmax function is defined as.
Where C is the number of output classes. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for our CNN model.
17
The model was trained on a desktop machine with Core i5 processor with 6 GB of RAM and 2GB 18 NVIDIA graphics card. Table 2 shows the experimental setup of the CNN. data that was left out during the training. A neural network is a mathematical function of the form:
19
l is a layer number and can vary from 1 to the number of layers in a network. 9 g l is an activation function.
10
W l and b l are weighted matrix and bias calculated during optimization.
11
In this study, a NN model is trained for each patient using his/her clinical data. Dataset is distributed as; transfer function is used to make the predictions.
19
The proposed glucose prediction model Table 3 is trained on publicly available dataset 2 containing data 20 from 70 patients collected over several weeks to months. A patient (#2) is randomly selected among 70 patients 21 and his clinical data is shown in Figure 6 . Data are shown in Figure 6 Figure 5 . Neural Network Architecture insulin and blood glucose measurements were taken every five minutes (1853 samples in a day). It should be 1 noted that the data is collected after the predefined dietary schedule where fixed amount and times were assigned 2 to breakfast (08:00), lunch (12:00), dinner (18:00), and bedtime (22:00). Table 4 shows the mean glucose levels, 3 standard deviation, minimum and maximum values of insulin bolus and measured plasma glucose levels.
4
Glucose prediction model shown in Figure 5 was trained individually for each patient with glucose level gm measured at a particular time t , insulin infusion rate i(t) , physical activity of a patient a(t) , carbohydrate (Food) intake f (t) as inputs and the predicted level of glucose g pred (t + t 1 ) as output. The input vector is of the form of Eq. (5).
To accommodate for the carbohydrate consumption rate authors have built a mathematical function that 5 considers the calorie consumption rate of a patient as described in [28] . Devices like continuous glucose monitors 6 (CGM) are also subjected to some inherent delay [29] and while making glucose predictions this subcutaneous 7 delay is also taken into account. Similarly, there is also some delay associated with the absorption rate of 8 carbohydrates which is usually calculated as glucose response during the fasting, keeping in view the difficulty 9 of calculating this parameter, this parameter was determined using the values provided in [30] .
10
Another vital parameter that serves as input to the proposed model and has an effect on the glucose dynamics 11 (Figure 4 ) was turned into a six-level code ranging from 0-5 (0 (sitting), 1 (walking), 2 (jogging), 3 (standing), 3 4 (moving up-stairs), 5 (moving down-stairs)) and is fed as input to the NN based glucose prediction model 4 based on the activity a user is performing. Neural network based feed-back controller Figure 2 is designed for the calculation of optimal insulin infusion, 2 delivered via an insulin pump. Glucose predictions from the model discussed in the above section are used to 3 calculate the error g e between measured glucose g m and glucose settling point g sp ( 120mg/dl ). g e calculated 4 along with past insulin intake i(t − t 1 ) serves as input to the controller while the amount of insulin i(t) to be 5 given in order to bring g e close to g sp is taken as output (Eq. 6). 6 i(t) = (g e (t), i(t − t 1 )) (6)
An optimal three-layered NN structure was obtained with 3 units in the input layer and a single neuron 7 in the output layer. Hidden layer contains the adequate number of neurons which is considered to be patient 8 specific. Control parameter was adjusted using the backpropagation of g e and the network was trained in 9 a similar way as discussed in the above section with same least-square optimization technique also called 10 Levenberg-Marquardt method [31, 32] . 11
Results and Discussion
12
In order to evaluate the performance of the glucose prediction model, the measured and predicted glucose levels 13 of a patient were plotted in Figure 7 and the root mean square (RMS) error was calculated. Table 6 shows the 14 RMS error values and correlation coefficient of randomly selected 10 patients among a group of a total of 70 15 patients in the dataset.
16 Figure 8 shows the performance of a NN based Feed-back Controller for a patient (#2). In order to bring 17 the glucose levels close to the settling point ( 120mg/dl ), shown in Figure 8(a) , the Control algorithm, based on 18 the predictions made by the glucose prediction model manipulates the control variable (insulin bolus), shown 19 in Figure 8(b) . Table 7 shows the hyper and hypoglycemic events for the same 10 subjects whose RMSE values 20 are shown in Table 6 . The proposed NN model showed good prediction capability Figure 7 during the nominal meal conditions 1 for each patient. There were very few hyper and hypoglycemic events in the original dataset because the dataset 2 includes data from diabetic patients who were under treatment. The predicted glucose levels from the model 3 showed the acceptable average RMS percentage value (5.84) which was calculated from Table 6 .
21
4
The proposed Feed-back controller was successful in providing tight control of the glucose levels. Data from Table 6 reveals that the controller adjusted well to the activity and meal disturbances by keeping the subcutaneous glucose levels within the normal glycemic range. There were very few hypoglycemic events (Table   6 ) during the control and an average euglycemic range was (92.62%). Table 8 Table 9 . After the prediction is made, the MPC controller is engaged to manipulate the control variable 12 (insulin infusion rate) in order to keep the blood glucose levels in a non-diabetic range for a fixed prediction 13 horizon. Work described in [27] also provides control to a zone instead of control to a fixed settling point 14 which helps in minimizing the frequent controller adjustments. Proportional, integral and derivative (PID) 15 controllers were one of the early approaches used in closed-loop insulin delivery systems [33] . PID controllers 16 have also shown good control in insulin regulation but issues like increased controller tuning, computational delays, signal conditioning, noise cancellation need to be addressed more rigorously while implementing PID on 18 digital hardware.
19 Table 9 . Initial model configuration P 1 = 0 min −1 P 2 = 0.025 min −1 P 3 = 0.000013 mU/L V 1 = 12 L n = 5/54 min −1
All the simulations were done inside the MATLAB programming environment. Both the neural network 1 glucose prediction model and Feed-back Controller was trained on a Core i5 processor with 6 GB of RAM and 2 2GB NVIDIA graphics card. 
